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The MISSION of The Merchant Navy Association is to bring all serving and retired Seafarers together in a spirit of
companionship, consideration and commitment towards a united lobby for the Community of the Sea
Hi Shipmates,
Please find below more snippets of information since circular #9 was published 06th July 2022.
My thanks to MNA National Secretary, Pete Sinke’s daily publication “Maasmond Maritime - Shipping News
Clippings”, Lloyds List, gCaptain, Maritime London, Flashlight and many others from the T’internet, not
forgetting the items sent in by Readers and any other source I can access.

MNA National Contact Points
Chairman, Ian Hodge - Mobile: 07725 995 321 Email: chairman@mna.org.uk
Secretary, David Parsons - Tel: 01935 414 765 Email: secretary@mna.org.uk
Welfare & Events, Tim Brant, - Tel: 01733 205001, Email : events@mna.org.uk
Membership, Roy Glencross - Mobile: 07738 425 875 Email: membership@mna.org.uk
MNA Slop Chest Supply Officer - Sandra Broom Tel 0121 244 0190
shop@mna.org.uk
Full Ahead Editor, Sandra Turner - fullahead@mna.org.uk Tel 01889 585 588

Change of Address???? If any member has changed any of their contact details (Postal, Email or Telephone) it is important that you inform the following people by email:R546060@aol.com membership@mna.org.uk secretary@mna.org.uk & events@mna.org.uk

In 2021, Leidos Holdings delivered Seahawk, an autonomous trimaran, to the U.S. Navy to enhance global
maritime surveillance capability. (Photo: Leidos Holdings)
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The RFA MOUNTS BAY
moored in Den Helder during the Navy Days 2022 Photo : Jasper van Raemdonck (c)
_________________________________________________________________________________
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The Merchant Navy Association
Bringing Seafarers past & present together
Through meetings and communications
Comradeship and Support for all seafarers
Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets
For information visit our website
www.mna.org.uk
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SS Great Britain Returns to Bristol, 52 Years Ago Today
by Rick Spilman Jul 5, 2022
Fifty-two years ago today, 100,000
people lined the banks of the River Avon
in Bristol as the SS Great Britain
returned to her birthplace. In the
intervening years, the rusting hulk was
meticulously restored to her former glory
and now rests in the drydock where she
was built. As a museum ship, she is
visited by between 150,000 and 200,000
visitors annually. Here is an updated
repost about the grand old ship, followed
by a video about her return to Bristol in
1970.
In the spring of 2016, I visited the
museum ship SS Great Britain, in Bristol,
UK. When she was launched in 1843, the iron-hulled luxury passenger steamship SS Great Britain was
described as “the greatest experiment since the Creation.”
The brainchild of Isambard Kingdom Brunel, the SS Great Britain was the largest ship of the time. At 322
feet long, she was by far the longest ship of her day. She was so large that it took a year to get her out of
Bristol Harbor, requiring both dredging and the partial dismantling of a lock. She was powered by 1,000
HP steam engines, the largest engines of any ship in her day. Rather than turning paddle wheels, the
engines turned a screw propeller. Great Britain‘s main propeller shaft, built by the Mersey Iron Works,
was the largest single piece of machinery ever fabricated. She also had six masts, to carry sails when the
winds were favorable and/or when the engines broke down or the propeller’s blades fell off, as they did
on the second voyage.
The single most remarkable thing about SS Great Britain is simply that she survived. She continued
earning her living for close to a full century. She operated for only about a year in her intended service,
as a luxury passenger liner between Bristol and New York. She was run hard aground off the coast of
Ireland in 1846 due to a navigational error and was refloated in 1847.
In 1848, she was sold, refurbished and put into the Australian immigrant trade. Because the distance
between Great Britain and Australia was too far for her supply of coal, she changed from being a sailassisted steamship to becoming a steam-auxiliary sailing ship.
After almost 30 years in the Australian emigrant trade, her engines were removed and she became a pure
sailing ship, a windjammer, carrying coal.
In 1886 after a cargo fire aboard, Great Britain was condemned in the Falklands and sold as a coal barge.
In 1937, she was scuttled and abandoned and remained so until in 1970 when she was carried back to
Bristol on a barge to begin her restoration and a new life as a museum ship.

__________________________________________________________________
At least two dead as police and soldiers attack protesters at Mandalay
shipyard
About 20 trucks full of police and soldiers arrived to break up the protest using live ammunition and
water cannon, two people were killed and 20 were injured. ……………..… Source : Myanmar Now
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Port bosses sacked, Aqaba gas blast blamed on cable break
JORDANIAN authorities have dismissed senior officials at the Port of Aqaba following the deaths of 13
people from a catastrophic chlorine gas leak and explosion at the port, reports London's Port Technology.
Apart from the deaths. hundreds were injured because of "negligence and major deficiencies" in safety
protocols, said Prime Minister Bisher Al Khasawneh. On June 27 a tank filled with 25 tons of chlorine
gas due to head to Djibouti fell while being transported. Jordanian state TV imagery depicted a crane
hoisting the tank from a truck, the tank falling and exploding onto the deck of a ship. The government
cabinet fired the director general of the state-owed Aqaba Company for Ports Operation & Management
among other senior staff. Interior Minister Mazin al Farrayeh said that the results of the investigation will
be handed to the public prosecutor. Mr Farrayeh also said that the cause of the incident was a lack of
conformity in the metallic cable compared to the weight of the cargo, resulting in a breakage of the cable.
The investigation noted that some port officials delegated tasks to untrained personnel. Some eight
Jordanians and five Vietnamese port workers were killed in the incident. The Jordanian king has called
for transparency behind the leak.

__________________________________________________________________
Brits warned over paddleboard dangers as RNLI callouts soar
New figures released by the Royal National Lifeboat Institution (RNLI) show a worrying rise in callouts
involving stand-up paddleboards (SUPs) since 2020, as the popularity of paddleboarding continues to rise
in the UK.
Interest in paddleboarding soared during the pandemic, with people drawn to spend more time outdoors
and attracted by the social distancing that SUP naturally offers. Data gathered from Google Trends by
Aquaplanet shows that searches for paddleboarding in the UK were up over 300 per cent in 2021 when
compared to 2019.
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The ease of getting into paddleboarding (low-cost SUP boards are sold in supermarkets and are readily
available to hire all over the country) means its often called ‘the fastest-growing watersport in Britain’.
MIN recently reported how one financial planner in Gloucester even decided to commute by SUP to save
himself around £2,500 a year in petrol and parking costs. As a result of this increased interest in
paddleboarding, RNLI data shows the charity is facing a huge surge in callouts involving SUPs. The
charity has saved the lives of 59 paddleboarders in the last 10 years, with a staggering 75 per cent (44) of
those coming since 2020.
The data shows that lifeboat launches to paddleboard incidents went up 64 per cent in 2021 (144) from
the previous year (88) while RNLI lifeguards responded to 132 per cent more paddleboard incidents in
2021 (504) than in the last year (217). The RNLI has now issued fresh safety advice to paddleboarders
following two further incidents involving SUPs just last weekend.
On Sunday 26 June, five paddleboarders found themselves in trouble in the Bristol Channel and had to be
rescued by RNLI volunteers. The group, all in their 20s and from south Wales, were paddling off
Minehead, Somerset, when they found themselves being blown offshore by strong south-westerly winds.
On the same weekend in Scotland, Anstruther RNLI rescued two teenage girls who were clinging to the
same paddleboard three-quarters of a mile out to sea. Meanwhile, back in May, MIN reported how an
entire family of four were rescued by the RNLI after being swept 1.5 miles out to sea on their
paddleboards. The four – a dad, mum, son, and family friend – were caught out by a combination of
offshore wind and outgoing tide on The Wirral, Merseyside Hovercraft commander Chris Williams said
the group had been ‘lucky’ that the alarm was raised quickly as the group were at risk of being swept
further out to sea. “Paddleboarding has become hugely popular and although the casualties were caught
out by the wind and tide, they were wearing personal floatation devices, carrying mobile phones in
waterproof pouches, and using their safety leashes,” says Williams.
In total, in the 10 years from 2012-2021, the RNLI has saved the lives of 300 paddleboarders, kayakers or
canoers and helped 6,361 people in distress. Figures on paddlesport accidents in the USA, published in
MIN earlier this year, show a similarly worrying trend, which has been linked to a lack of safety
training.Safety is not a paramount concern among British paddleboarders either. Figures released on
Wednesday (6Jul22) by sailing brand Helly Hansen — which works with the RNLI as its strategic charity
partner — show that many Brits ignore lifesaving device when taking up water-based activities such as
stand-up paddleboarding, kayaking and canoeing. Of those surveyed, 62 per cent stated that they didn’t
see a lifejacket or personal flotation device (PFD) as a necessary piece of kit when out on the water, with
1 in 5 of those surveyed admitting to not wearing one at all. The survey also revealed that 32 per cent of
Gen Z would choose to take their smartphone with them while paddleboarding, over a PFD.
When asked why they chose not to wear one, the most common answer from almost a third of
respondents (31.8 per cent) was being a confident swimmer. The next most popular reasons for not
wearing a PFD were not owning one (24.5 per cent) and a dislike of wearing one (21.8 per cent). 30 per
cent of respondents also said they would not change their plans on the water after looking at the weather
forecast. Emma Russell, marketing manager for Helly Hansen in the UK, Ireland, and Benelux, says:
“The results highlight a persistent issue in the UK, that those taking part in water-based activities such as
stand-up paddleboarding, kayaking and canoeing do not feel the need to wear a PFD during their time on
the water. No matter the activity or competency level, everyone should see PFDs as an essential piece of
kit that should always be worn.”
To try and combat the alarming trend, the RNLI has issued some fresh tips and guidance on how to stay
safe when paddleboarding, including:
Ø Avoid going alone, where possible
Ø Always tell someone where you are going and when you’ll be back
Ø Check the weather forecast and avoid offshore winds
Ø Wear a suitable personal floatation device and clothing for the time of year
Ø Get the appropriate level of training
Ø Use a paddleboard with an appropriate leash
Ø Keep a means of calling for help attached to you in a waterproof pouch or close to hand
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If you get into trouble in the water, remember ‘Float to Live’: lean back, using arms and legs to stay
afloat Samantha Hughes of the RNLI’s Water Safety team says: “Paddleboarding, kayaking and canoeing
are all extremely popular, especially during the summer months, and the RNLI has seen a large increase
in our lifeboats and beach lifeguards going to the aid of people involved in these kinds of activities over
the past few years.
“That’s why it’s important to be aware of some simple safety advice which could save your life.”
Source : marineindustrynews

__________________________________________________________________
Update: Stinky Sargassum Threatens Post Pandemic Tourism in Mexico and
Across Caribbean - by Rick Spilman Jul 6, 2022
In 2019, we posted about an 8,850kilometer Atlantic sargassum belt from
the Gulf of Mexico to West Africa. The
floating mat of the brown buoyant
seaweed had a devastating impact on
beaches across the east coast of
Mexico, the Caribbean, Texas, and
Florida. The researchers said that this
sargassum belt represented the world’s
largest macroalgal bloom and that such
recurrent blooms may become the new normal.
Now, a new sargassum bloom is befouling pristine beaches on Mexico’s east coast and across the
Caribbean, threatening a post-COVID tourism rebound in the region.
Reuters reports that sargassum seaweed, which gives a brown tint to the crystal clear waters of the
Caribbean coast and emits a sewage-like stench when it washes ashore, reached an all-time monthly high
in June, according to the University of South Florida. There were 24.2 million tons recorded in the month
in the Caribbean region, up from 18.8 million tons in May.
Mexico’s GDP from tourism took a 25% hit in real terms in 2020 due to the pandemic, even though the
country never closed its borders. In 2021, however, the sector rebounded nearly to pre-pandemic levels,
according to the Spanish bank BBVA, which warned the upward trajectory was in danger unless the
seaweed is controlled.
Since 2011, seaweed on the east coast of Mexico and across the Caribbean has exploded for reasons
scientists do not yet fully understand.
A group of U.S. researchers, however, has fingered a prime suspect: human sewage and agricultural
runoff carried by rivers to the ocean.
The science is not yet definitive. This nutrient-charged outflow is just one of several likely culprits
fueling an explosion of seaweed in the warm waters of the Americas. Six scientists told Reuters they
suspect a complex mix of climate change, Amazon rainforest destruction and dust blowing west from
Africa’s Sahara Desert may be fueling mega-blooms of the dark-brown seaweed known as sargassum.
Still, a recent study examining the chemistry of seaweed from the 1980s up to 2019 offers the strongest
evidence yet that water coming from city and farm runoff has been a major contributor to the expansion
of the so-called Great Atlantic Sargassum Belt, which now stretches for nearly 9,000 kilometers.
The post appeared first on Old Salt Blog.
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22 Rescued After Abandoning Product Tanker Taking on Water in Arabian
Sea
https://gcaptain.com/product-tanker-global-king-taking-on-water-in-arabiansea/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-94ad2a43fc139894965&mc_cid=94ad2a43fc&mc_eid=4c72dd3685

__________________________________________________________________
PORTLAND BAY ARRIVED IN PORT BOTANY
Now that the PORTLAND BAY is safely alongside in Port Botany, Sydney, Mark Malone CEO Engage
Marine & Westug wanted to acknowledge the immense effort of the Sydney Engage Towage team in
bringing this vessel into port safely. 48 hours ago the PORTLAND BAY lost engine power and was
drafting towards a rocky coastline in treacherous seas. For a harbour tug to fully prepare the necessary
emergency response capability takes a few hours. In our case, it took 3 hours.
The tug SL DIAMANTINA sailed
immediately on receiving the call
from Port Authority NSW to get to
the scene ASAP, whilst the tug SL
MARTINQUE prepared the
necessary full response capability.
The SL Diamantina was under
resourced for the situation on hand,
but the decision was made that unless
the drift towards shore by the
Portland Bay was arrested or slowed as soon as possible, it may all be too late.
The SL DIAMANTINA arrived at the scene with the Portland Bay less than 1 mile from the rocks and
drifting toward the coast at over 1 knot. They had less than an hour to prevent catastrophe. A tow line was
secured to the vessel in wave heights of between 8 and 10 metres, this line parted 3 times over the course
of the next 2 hours due to the terrible sea state and wave conditions. The tug crew however never gave up
and continued to re-connect until additional support arrived. I want to thank Brad, Marius and Alex for
this incredible act of selflessness and bravery that bought time for other resources to arrive. The SL
MARTINQUE was on station 3 hours later, fully equipped and resourced. The SL MARTINQUE
connected a tow line to the Portland Bay to replace the SL DIAMANTINA, and a third tug, the
BULLARA arrived shortly afterwards to further assist under the direction of AMSA.
The plan was for the SL MARTINQUE and BULLARA to tow the Portland Bay away from the coast, so
that the engineers onboard could make engine repairs in relative safety. This plan was aborted when the
BULLARA lost its tow line connection, and the PORTLAND BAY lost the minimal use of its own
engine power that was facilitating the tow out to sea against the weather. The SL MARTINQUE
maintained its tow connection in extreme circumstances and under the direction of the authorities, guided
the stricken vessel to anchor in safer waters under a plan B
scenario off Cronulla. The continuous tow line connection
was crucial in averting the immediate danger to the
PORTLAND BAY , and it was the experience, expertise and
skill of our Tug Masters, Rob and Andy, that made this
possible.
The SL MARTINQUE has remained attached with a tow line
the Pacific Basin bulk carrier
PORTLAND BAY was towed dead ship
throughout since making its initial connection and led the
towage operation under the direction of Port Authority NSW
into Port Botany Photo : Ian Edwards (c)
and AMSA. I want to thank Rob, Andy, Ahmed, Simon, Dave
and Matt for staying the course, persevering and delivering the Portland Bay and its crew of 21 onto a
safe berth in Port Botany this afternoon. What an incredible effort by all 9 guys and their shore support
team in Sydney
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Maersk Quits the International Chamber of Shipping
https://gcaptain.com/maersk-quits-ics-international-chamber-ofshipping/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-fa3953db88139894965&mc_cid=fa3953db88&mc_eid=4c72dd3685

__________________________________________________________________
FLYING FOCUS CALENDAR’S FOR THE YEAR 2023

Last Thursday we received our 2023 calendar from Zalsman Printing, who did a very good job!
The 8 calendar have a new design and the size of 34,5x49,5 cm. You can see and order them via our
webshop; Calendars | Webshop Flying Focus
_____________________________________________________________________________________

It was life and death’: The three-man crew that stopped a catastrophe on
Sydney’s shores
The Diamantina tugboat crew shrugged off heavy rain and nine-metre waves for hours to stop a
stricken carrier ship crashing onto cliffs off the Sydney coast. By Natassia Chrysanthos
The tugboat crew’s day was off to a normal start: they began their Monday morning with a coffee, trying
to keep warm inside the tug pens of Port Botany on Sydney’s coastline while the city was being battered
by winds and rain outside. But it wouldn’t stay that way. Hours later, the three-man crew were being
battered at sea in conditions the seafarers had never experienced: smashed by nine-metre waves on one
side, and on the other by the thud of a 60,000-tonne carrier ship that had lost power in the storms and was
drifting in heavy rains towards the fearsome cliffs of the Royal National Park. The tugboat captain fought
to remain seated as his 30-metre tug violently see-sawed in heavy rains and wild swell. Almost all the
contents of the tugboat – from crockery to equipment – smashed as they hit the deck. The engineer ended
up in hospital the next day with a leg injury suffered when the crash of the larger boat sent his body
flying. But thanks to them, the PORTLAND BAY cargo ship carrying close to 1000 tonnes of fuel and a
21-member crew arrived safely in Port Botany on Wednesday
afternoon after three days stricken without power off the
coast of Sydney. It avoided a catastrophic crash against the
cliffs which could have led to a human and ecological
disaster. Captain Brad Lucas says one thought is always at the
back of his mind: “What happens when that ship’s floating
towards the rocks and you’re the only crew around?”
When he got the call from Vessel Traffic Services, the
The tugboat heroes who helped to save
monitoring service run by the Port Authority of NSW, just
the Portland Bay freight ship from being
before 8am on Monday, everyone around him thought he was
washed ashore. The crew from the SL
joking. But the reality quickly dawned. “It was me or no
Diamantina: engineer Marius Fenger,
one,” Lucas said. “I’m not a salvage tug, I’m just a towage
ship’s captain Brad Lucas and deckhand
tug, but I was the only one available.” He cleared the request
Alex Alsop.
for help with his company, Engage Towage, and then Lucas,
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along with engineer Marius Fenger and deck hand Alex Alsop, wasted no time. They conferred for 15
minutes to sort out the logistics, choose the boat, grabbed the essential equipment and whatever food was
lying around –some peanuts, apples and chicken, anything they could survive a day on – before starting
the motor on the Diamantina, the longest and most capable boat in their fleet. The call evoked a specific
fear in the crew.
“When you hear a ship is in trouble, you need to go. We’re all marine people, so we’re very conscious of
what that would mean to fellow seafarers. It would be a very traumatic event – a ship facing a cliff face
with no propulsion, and anchors dragging, I don’t think it gets any worse than that,” Fenger said. “It’s
something no seafarer ever wants to witness. We know the difficulties they would have rescuing the crew.
And of course, the consequences to the environment are massive, spread a long way up and down the
coast.”
So there was no hesitation when it came to whether they should get the motors running.
The DIAMANTINA had only just cleared the breakwater past Port Botany when it encountered fourmetre seas.
By the time they reached the headlands, waves were six to seven metres high. “Then as soon as we were
outside the harbour we started to feel the full effects of the nine metres,” Fenger said. There was a ninesecond swell – meaning it took a full nine seconds for the tug to rock between the tip of each giant surge.
Heavy rain was also coming, and while Lucas made contact with the PORTLAND BAY’s captain on
approach, he could not see the boat in the rain. “I asked how long until he runs aground, and he said he
had 32 minutes. My ETA was 40 minutes,” Lucas said. “I was pretty much preparing myself for a
recovery, people overboard. We got the ladder ready, life rings, anything we could throw overboard. The
visibility was terrible, the weather was atrocious.” “I asked how long until he runs aground, and he said
he had 32 minutes. My ETA was 40 minutes.” Lucas could see about 50 metres ahead. “It was the rain
that drew my visibility to next to nothing. It was a complete white-out for most of the day,” he said. “You
fall back into your training and slow everything down, stay calm. I pulled my crew [together] and said:
‘There’s no use us dying in the process, we’re not good to them if we end up capsizing’.”
Shortly before they arrived, Lucas heard over the radio that a helicopter mission to save the crew had
been abandoned. “That’s when I knew this was serious. When I heard the helicopter abort because it was
too rough, that’s when I thought: ‘We have to save these people’. People were concerned about the
environmental impact, but there were 21 crew members on there.”
More than an hour after they left Botany Bay, about 9.45am, the cargo
ship emerged from the mist. The tugboat crew made it in time: there
were still about 1500 metres between the vessel and the cliff face at the
Royal National Park, and 400 metres before it hit the reef. The
instruction Lucas received from salvage experts was to try and stop the
Portland Bay drifting further by pressing the tug against the larger boat.
The crew started pushing their 500-tonne, 30-metre tug boat against the 169-metre bulk carrier, weighing
about 60,000 tonnes, to halt its movement. But when combined with the nine-metre waves, the force of
the bigger boat was extreme. “We were not only getting hit against the vessel with the waves, but because
of the different lengths [the boat was hitting us] quite hard,” Fenger said. With the tug stowed alongside
it, the PORTLAND BAY started rolling from side to side in the swell. One minute, the tug would almost
be pressed against the bilge, at the bottom of the boat. “The next moment we were up at the railing,”
Fenger said. “It was a long way up ... It’s rolling and moving in the seas, and we’re doing exactly the
same, but because we’re so much smaller ... That was probably the most dramatic part of the day, that
difference in movement.” Each clash came with the force of thousands of tonnes. Fenger describes it
being “a bit like a boat car crash”. “Movement was quite violent and large, it was throwing us around.
When the vessel came to a stop, your body weight is still travelling.”
Everything that could come out of a cupboard or a drawer, came out of that cupboard or drawer. The deck
was strewn with smashed plates and broken equipment. It was about that time when Fenger injured his
leg, damning him to spend the rest of the day in pain. For Lucas, who was driving, the challenge was
trying to stay seated as he held the vessel in position.
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“It was a life and death situation,” Lucas said. “I was willing to sacrifice the damage to the tug to try and
save the ship. I smashed my bathroom to pieces, the anchor chain was impounded so hard that it broke off
itself.” But when the tug almost ended up on the side of the bigger ship amid the swell, they turned to
plan B: attaching a tow line to the side of the vessel.
“We just have to keep trying different things, that’s what it comes down to. It’s not ‘that didn’t work so
we go home’. You keep trying,” Fenger said. “Our main priority was to stall for time, until the cavalry
arrived.” Several lines were broken in the process: when the crew connected with one of the bigger ship’s
lines, it snapped. The tug then managed to get its own line up, before it broke too.
“That sequence of events went on for several hours,” Fenger
says. “We managed to hold the vessel until something would
break, then we’d do it again.” The seas continued thrashing
them in the meantime. And the vessel was closing in on the
cliffs. Several times throughout the operation the shoreline
disappeared: for minutes at a time the cliff was impossible to
detect through clouds of rains and mist The crew used
navigation equipment and sea maps on their phones to keep
their bearings. Every time vision cleared, the daunting rock
face was that little bit closer. The main tow line snapped
about 1.45pm.The crews were saved by the arrival of another
Tug crewman Troy Bovill with one of the
rescue tug, Martinique, which came into view around that
snapped cables from the rescue.
moment. Fifteen minutes later, another tug, the BULLARA,
arrived. They were equipped with the necessary salvage gear.
The two other tugs managed to secure their lines to the Portland Bay, which allowed the bigger ship to
start raising its anchors so the smaller boats could begin towing it out to sea. The Diamantina acted as a
shadow. It was a slow journey east and then up the coast. “We were almost there but the weather was
atrocious, it was dark then, and we had 45-knot winds with torrential rains,” Lucas said.
The BULLARA’s tow line also snapped – about 9pm – leaving the Portland Bay attached only to the
MARTINIQUE. “By that stage we were getting up to Cronulla and the decision was made to put the
PORTLAND BAY into a position to lower its anchors and stabilise everything. We were then in much
safer water,” Fenger said. There was sand on the sea bed, so the anchors had better grip than in the rocky
sea floor hours earlier. With the tugboats surrounding the cargo ship, they were also able to latch another
line the crew headed back to Sydney about 10pm. “Basically everyone from that vessel went home to get
some sleep and recover, and I went to see the other heroes of our country – the medical staff,” Fenger
said. The courier boat stayed in place until a salvage tug from Newcastle arrived on Wednesday to assist
it back to shore. No longer one-in-100-year events, experts say it’s time to plan for disasters Lucas helped
that mission too, while Fenger’s leg recovered. Two days later, the Portland Bay and its crew safely
docked in Botany Bay. An Australian Maritime Safety Authority statement issued on Wednesday said it
would send two inspectors and a specialist to assess the vessel’s safety and compliance. “While the vessel
is berthed at Botany Bay it will be required to undertake all necessary repairs before leaving port,” the
statement said. “AMSA thanks all agencies and salvage companies for their work to bring the MV
PORTLAND BAY safely into harbour and would like to commend the crew of those vessels in the early
response who battled horrendous sea states.
Source : Sydney Morning Herald.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Russian shipyards secured orders for over a thousand civil ships until 2035
Total investments are estimated at more than RUB 5.5 trillion Russian shipyards have secured orders for
over a thousand civil ships for a period up to 2035, Viktor Evtukhov, Deputy Minister of Industry and
Trade of the Russian Federation, told TV channel “Russia 24”. …….. According to the official, the year
of 2022 is to see the completion of over 170 ships. As of today, 65 Russian shipyards are currently
building almost 300 ships including 75 ships intended for the fishery industry. Source : port News
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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MOL announces test installation of new MP collection device to collect
microplastics while a vessel is underway
Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. (MOL)
and Miura Co., Ltd. (Miura)
announced the development of
new centrifugal-type microplastic
(MP) collection device, which
can continuously collect MPs
while a vessel is underway, by
leveraging their technology and
knowledge of an earlier MP
collection device they codeveloped. The new device was
installed on the MOL-operated
car carrier Emerald Ace last
month for a demonstration test.
With the aim of collecting MPs, which are a source of ocean pollution, MOL and Miura have developed a
collection device that captures MPs collected and trapped in a filter with a backwashing function, which
constitutes the ballast water treatment system, and installed it on a total of five vessels-three bulk carriers
and two wood chip carriers. While these vessels were at unloading ports, the systems treated a total of
about 16,000m3 of seawater. The development of this new model was intended to further increase
treatment times, area, and capacity.
The addition of a centrifuge allows the device to efficiently separate floating microplastics (MPs) from
concentrated seawater with a high density of floating debris, without closed plumbing. This enables it to
treat sea water line, which continually draws in seawater, and even treat the full amount of discharge
water after passing through the filter with the backwashing function of the ballast water treatment system,
which was limited to a part of treatment in the previous device. On Emerald Ace, MPs can be
continuously collected while sailing, by connecting the system to the cooling seawater line, which always
draws in seawater. This gives the system an annual seawater treatment capacity about 70 times that of the
previous device.
As car carriers operate all over the world, the vessel contributes to the conservation of the marine
environment by cleaning all sea areas while operating this device. Today, demand for data regarding the
amount of floating microplastics in seawater is growing among research institutes, as this data can be
applied to research on MP movement and measurement of the effects of various approaches to MP
reduction. MOL takes into consideration data such as components, amounts, places, and periods of MPs
collected with the device for future research. Miura is moving ahead with development of the product,
which has a larger treatment capacity, and a full treatment system for ballast discharge water by
combining a ballast water treatment system and MP collection device and cooling seawater.
MOL Group specifies social issues to prioritize through its business as "Sustainability Issues". The group
contributes to "Conservation for Marine and global environment," which is designated as one of the
sustainability issues, by reducing MPs in the seas around the world. Miura contributes to global marine
environmental conservation through the development of its MP collection device, and contributes to the
creation of an environment-friendly society and realizing a sustainable society, through its business
activities as the best partner for heat, water and the environment.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

WATCH Russia’s Secret Logistics Network to Steal Ukrainian Grain
https://gcaptain.com/watch-russias-secret-logistics-network-to-steal-ukrainiangrain/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-4b2ef8189e139894965&mc_cid=4b2ef8189e&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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B O E K B E S P R E K I N G By : Frank NEYTS
“The Polish Navy 1918-45”
Osprey Publishing issued a most interesting book “The
Polish Navy 1918-45. From the Polish-Soviet War to World
War II”. The book is written by Przemyslaw Budzbon and
illustrated by Paul Wright.
From its independence in 1918, Poland had to rapidly
develop new naval forces to fend off the Soviet Union and
later Germany. Procuring ships from French, British, and
Dutch shipyards, Poland built a small but capable navy led
by destroyers and submarines. Even though the Grom-class
were two of the fastest and best-armed destroyers of the war,
the Polish fleet would stand little chance against the
Kriegsmarine in 1939. Three destroyers managed to get
away to Britain, followed by two submarines, while the rest
of the fleet was sunk or captured.
In this fully illustrated book, Polish naval expert Przemyslaw
Budzbon explains how the Polish Navy was developed and
surveys its contribution in exile to the war effort using
Poland’s surviving warships as well as British-built
destroyers, submarines, MTBs and a cruiser. He recounts
how most famously, the Polish destroyer Piorun took on the
fleeing Bismarck in a lone gun duel, and how Poles contributed to the Allied effort in the Battle of the
Atlantic, the Arctic Convoys, and at the Normandy landings.
Like all publications of Osprey Publishing, a most interesting book ! “The Polish Navy 1918-45” (ISBN
978 1 4728 4700 3), a softback, counts 48 pages and costs £11.99 or USD 19.00, P&P exclusive. One can
buy the book in the better bookshop or direct with the publishers: Via the Osprey website:
www.ospreypublishing.com
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Russian missile hits abandoned tanker
A Russian missile has hit a tanker that has been drifting in the Black Sea for over four months and had
been carrying diesel, the Interfax-Ukraine news agency reported on Thursday, citing Ukraine’s military
which called the ship an “ecological bomb.” The Moldova-flagged tanker MILLENNIAL SPIRIT has
now been struck twice since Russia invaded Ukraine on Feb. 24. It was first hit with a missile fired from a
warship days after the invasion. Moldova said at the time that the ship had a Russian crew and two were
seriously wounded. Ukraine’s southern military command said when the vessel was struck in February it
had more than 500 tonnes of diesel on board and that since then it had been drifting without a crew.
“Probably the remainder of the cargo is burning,” the military said in a statement cited by
Interfax Ukraine saying the tanker had been hit for a second time. It called the vessel a “delayed-action
ecological bomb” and blamed the fact it was drifting without a crew on a Russian blockade of Ukrainian
ports. It said a Russian Kh-31 air-to surface missile had struck the ship. Ukraine says Russia’s invasion
has resulted in huge environmental damage and plans to seek compensation in international courts.
Environmental threats from the invasion cited by Ukraine include pollution of water basins. Source :
Ships & Ports
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Abortion At Sea? Riverboat Casinos May Provide A Loophole To US
Supreme Court Ruling
https://gcaptain.com/abortion-at-sea-riverboat-casinos-loophole/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03e73dd705fe-139894965&mc_cid=e73dd705fe&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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MV Mark W. Barker, First Great Lakes Bulk Carrier Built in 35 Years, on
Sea Trials - by Rick Spilman Jul 10, 2022
Two years ago, we posted about
the keel laying of the Interlake
Steamship Company‘s bulk carrier
MV Mark W. Barker at Fincantieri
Bay Shipbuilding in Sturgeon Bay,
WI. The ship is now completing
sea trials and is expected to enter
service this summer.
The 639 ft-long, 26,000-tonne Lake-Class self-unloading bulker is the first US flag self-propelled bulk
carrier to be built in the Great Lakes in 35 years and the first new-build for Interlake since 1981.
Once in service, she will carry all types of cargo throughout the freshwater Lakes and River systems. The
ship was specifically designed to navigate the tight bends of the Cuyahoga River in Cleveland.
Mark W. Barker is named for Interlake’s President and second-generation leader of the family-ownedand-operated Interlake Steamship fleet.
The Mark W. Barker is the first ship on the Great Lakes with engines that meet EPA Tier 4 emissions
standards.
She is powered by twin EMD main engines generating 8,000 total horsepower turning a single four-blade,
controllable-pitch propeller through a Lufkin twin-input, single-output gearbox. She also has 1,000-hp
Kongsberg bow and stern thrusters. A Kongsberg high-lift rudder optimizes the wake through the
propeller.
Five large hydraulically controlled stackable MacGregor hatches, more commonly found on ocean-going
vessels, offer enhanced flexibility with project cargoes and expedite loading operations.
Unlike most Great Lakes freighters, the Mark W. Barker has a square-shaped, flat-bottomed cargo hold
instead of a traditional V-shaped angled bottom that funnels bulk cargo onto conveyor belts for
offloading.
The combination of larger hatch openings and additional cargo hold space was designed with future
cargoes in mind to include non-free-flowing cargoes such as wind-turbine blades.
In addition, the unloading boom is located on the forward end of the ship, offering flexibility for cargo
operations in congested ports.
The new ship bucks a trend away from self-propelled lakers toward Articulated Tug Barges (ATB). The
most recent large ATB built on the Great Lakes was the 740 ft-long, 36,900-ton barge Michigan Trader
paired with the 125 ft-long tug Dirk S. VanEnkevort. Michigan Trader / Dirk S. VanEnkevort departed
Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin, on their maiden voyage on November 20, 2020. ATBs tend to operate with
smaller crews.
Interlake Steamship currently operates a fleet of nine self-unloading vessels, including one ATB, ranging
in carrying capacity from 24,000 to 68,000 gross tons, and has a total trip capacity of 390,360 gross tons.
Interlake carries approximately 20 million tons of cargo annually.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Former owners say 'every effort' made to save historic ship from scrap
By : Chris Yandell
FORMER owners of a Southampton tug that took part in the
D-Day landings say "every effort" has been made to save the
ship.An ambitious project to restore the 93-year-old
CALSHOT could be sunk by escalating costs and the sheer
scale of the work required.
Last year the Tug Tender Calshot Trust sold the vessel to
Woodshack Ltd for just £1 and saw her towed from
Southampton docks to James Wharf. In a statement the Trust
said: "Despite much effort on the part of a dedicated volunteer team we had to be realistic - Calshot could
no longer be supported by the Trust. "The offer from James Wharf to purchase the vessel for £1 was
considered the only way ahead. “The offer included a programme of restoration works which would have
seen the vessel returned to her original condition. "We are well aware of the efforts put into activating this
programme but we are not in the least bit surprised that, on exposing the vessel for survey and estimates,
the condition of her parts has been found to be far worse than initially expected.
"The financial requirement needed to continue with the programme is beyond sensible consideration.
"It will be a very sad decision to have to make, if the vessel is
to be de constructed. This will be undertaken in a
sympathetic manner and many of her historically important
parts have been and will continue to be saved. "These parts
will be offered to the City of Southampton, to be displayed
where they can be seen by the general public. "Every effort
has been made to retain the TT CALSHOT but a virtual
rebuild would be an impossible financial burden for her new
owners to contemplate. “Hannah Cunliffe, director of
National Historic Ships UK, added: "I was extremely sorry to learn that CALSHOT is due to be
dismantled. “She is a significant vessel which, for many years before Woodshack took her on, had
struggled to attract major funding for much-needed conservation work. “We had hoped to see her
repurposed for a new life as a private yacht, but the economic climate, coupled with her condition, has
rendered this outcome financially unviable, which is a huge disappointment to all involved." Source :
Daily Echo

__________________________________________________________________
BOOK REVIEW by : Frank NEYTS
“Ocean Pioneers”
The summer time is the ideal period of the year to enjoy holidays, including the
reading of a good book. One of the many titles available to guarantee a good time is
‘Ocean Pioneers’. It has been written by Robert Das and published (some years ago)
by Dokmar Maritime Publishers BV in Vlissingen, Holland Tales of yachtsmen
sailing the oceans tend to fascinate. They particularly stir the imagination when they
are about adventures doing something that has never been done before. About men
making long and dangerous voyages in tiny boats with hardly a navigation aid at
their disposal. Courage, stamina and willpower were key to their achievements.
‘Ocean Pioneers’ is an richly illustrated book of true stories about yachtsmen,
oscillating between daring and madness. A joy to read and pour over, brimming with cut-away drawings
and true-to-life sketches. All this provides the reader with an unforgettable picture of the spectacular
adventures that gave these daredevils their name of ‘Ocean Pioneers’. Value for money! ‘Ocean Pioneers’
(ISBN 978 90 715000 09 1), a 144-page hardback publication costs €9.80, incl. shipping. Special offer: 1
box (14 copies) for €70.00 (free shipping). It can be bought direct with the publisher, www.dokmar.com .
Phone +31(0)612 506 150, e-mail: info@dokmar.com

_________________________________________________________________
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Russian Navy Takes Delivery of World's Longest Submarine
The "research" sub will carry nuclear-armed intercontinental torpedoes
PUBLISHED JUL 8, 2022 6:45 PM BY THE MARITIME EXECUTIVE
The Russian Navy has taken delivery of the world's longest
submarine, the research sub Belgorod. The 600-foot, twinreactor, 24,000-tonne submarine is designed to conduct
subsea science with six Poseidon nuclear-armed torpedoes,
making it the most heavily-armed "research" vessel in the
world.
In comments at the delivery ceremony, Russian officials
celebrated its groundbreaking scientific
Belgorod's massive stern, seen during her
capabilities. According to shipyard Sevmash, the vessel is
commissioning ceremony
"designed to solve diverse scientific problems, conduct
(Russian state media)
search and rescue operations, and can also be used as a
carrier for rescue deep-sea and autonomous uninhabited
underwater vehicles." These vehicles could include the secretive spy submarine Losharik, believed to be
used for interfering with subsea communications cables.
"The submarine Belgorod opens up new opportunities for Russia in conducting various studies, and it
allows diverse scientific expeditions and rescue operations in the most remote areas of the world ocean,"
said Commander-in-Chief of the Russian Navy Adm. Nikolai Evmenov.
The Belgorod is the longest submarine ever produced, outstripping the length of the massive Soviet-era
Typhoon class (though not the displacement). Like the Typhoon, Belgorod's most prominent mission is
nuclear warhead delivery. The compartment forward of her conning tower contains half a dozen Poseidon
/ Status-6 Oceanic Multipurpose Systems: nuclear-powered, nuclear-armed intercontinental torpedoes, the
only weapons of their kind.
The Poseidon "doomsday" device is designed to travel up to 5,000 nm at a speed of 50-100 knots, transit
to a harbour or near-coastal area, and detonate a nuclear warhead. The immediate effects of the explosion
would be extreme, but the real objective would be to coat wide swathes of the surrounding coastline with
radioactive fallout - an enduring and difficult-to-remediate hazard of underwater nuclear detonations. The
submersible delivery method would circumvent (American) missile-defense capabilities.
To further its scientific mission, Belgorod is also equipped to serve as a mothership platform for research
submarines, likely including the manned minisubs Russia uses for tampering with subsea fiber-optic
cables. Russian activity near subsea cable runs has increased in recent years, raising concerns about the
security of the data infrastructure that carries 95 percent of intercontinental internet traffic.

__________________________________________________________________
Sacrifices of the Merchant Navy are remembered in Barry
https://glamorganstar.co.uk/merchant-navy-remembered/?fbclid=IwAR1qgavBjMA4fwOZOaZmUumzDQxpP15o1P9-3RQAmtGrI0W2N2994BVRTM
_____________________________________________________________________________________

UK Sea Forts for Sale: Fully Refurbished at £3,000,000 & a Fixer Upper
Starting at £50,000 - by Rick Spilman Jul 16, 2022
Interested in social distancing? Looking for a unique residence or hotel venue, preferably one with
serious armor plating? Do you also have a substantial cache of cash? If so, there are at least two UK sea
forts on the market that may meet your needs.
Spitbank Fort — Fully Refurbished
Spitbank Fort is listed by the agents as a “9 bed detached house for sale.” Detached is an understatement.
Located in the Solent, near Portsmouth, England, the 162′ diameter fort is one of four sea forts built in the
estuary between 1867 and 1878. The asking price is £3,000,000, not including boats.
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Built over fears of a French invasion, Spitbank Fort defended the Solent and the Portsmouth dockyards
until the abolition of coastal artillery in 1956.
In 2009, it was put on sale for £800,000
but was sold before auction, reportedly
for more than £1m. The fort was
remodeled, with works reportedly
costing around £2.6 million, and opened
in 2012 as a luxury spa hotel and retreat
with nine-bedroom suites.
Where foreign invaders failed, the
pandemic succeeded in conquering the
fort. In 2020, the use of the hotel was
suspended due to the coronavirus
pandemic. The hotel was unable to
reopen as other English hotels did in
July, “due to their unique requirements
in both transportation and sanitization requirements”.
In 2020, Spitbank Fort was put on the market with a reported asking price of £4 million. Two years later,
the asking price has dropped by £1 million.
Bull Sand Fort – a “Fixer-Upper”
If Spitbank is not to your taste or budget, you might be interested in Bull Sand Fort on the Humber
estuary, which is listed for sale by auction, with a guide price of £50,000.
The listing reads in part:
A grade II listed sea fort constructed between 1915-1919 following the outbreak of World War 1,
although the works were not fully completed until after the war had ended.
The fort is reinforced by concrete and its seaward side is fitted out with 12-inches of armour designed to
withstand gunfire from heavy naval units. During World War 2 it was armed, besides the usual small and
rapid-fire weapons, by two 6 inch guns and two 6-pounder guns. It had sufficient accommodation for a
garrison of 200 men. …
The fort includes 3 floors with basement and magazine below sea level, and central 2-storey observation
tower. Fresh water supply is available at the fort via an artesian well. Externally there is a balcony and
jetty.
The fort was decommissioned in 1956.
In need of refurbishment throughout with potential for development / alternative uses, subject to consent.
Note: Old Salt Blog has no association or financial interest in the sale of these properties. If you wish to
learn more or to make an offer, contact the linked agents. Do not contact us as the Old Salt Blog.
Thanks to Alaric Bond for contributing to this post.
The post appeared first on Old Salt Blog.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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ABP: Celebrating 110 years of the Port of Immingham
Associated British Ports (ABP), the largest port group in the UK, will open the Port of Immingham to the
public on Saturday 23rd July, as it celebrates its 110th anniversary. Immingham, the largest of the four
Humber ports by volume of tonnage, was officially opened on 22 July 1912 by HM King George V and
Queen Mary. The 1,230-acre site was originally built for the export of coal from the Derbyshire and
Yorkshire coalfields and was designed by Sir John Wolfe Barry, who built Tower Bridge, London. Today
it is home to the Humber International Terminal (HIT) and the biomass railroad facility which is part of
the Immingham Renewable Fuels Terminal (IRFT), Immingham Container Terminal (ICT), and
Immingham Bulk Terminal (IBT).
Simon Bird, Regional Director in the Humber said: “We’re celebrating Immingham and how great it is as
a port and where it sits nationally and globally. This weekend is special because we’ve spent two years in
a pandemic and it’s an opportunity to showcase our world-class facilities. “People will get a glimpse in to
the work being done and the key part the port plays in the UK economy and the vital part it plays in
keeping the country’s lights on. It’s a rapidly expanding port as it responds to global markets, and I think
many will be amazed at what happens here.
“This open day is also a chance to share with people our history and strong connection to the town of
Immingham, which developed because of the port. The museum, tin house and The County Hotel are all
worth a visit too and will be open for visitors on Saturday.” The free tours will commence from the
Immingham Civic Centre, where people will be greeted by ABP representatives, take refreshments, and
learn more about the port before starting the tour, including a look at the world’s largest hydraulic crane,
which arrived in April. There will also be an opportunity to learn about its history at Immingham
Museum, which ABP supports, and visit the Tin House, built to house those who helped construct the
port. There will be time to visit The County Hotel, which is home to a museum dedicated to Lord Louis
Mountbatten, Admiral of the Fleet in the Second World War, when Immingham was the base for the fleet.
Source : PortNews
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Ultra-Large Containership APL Vanda Loses Boxes Overboard in Indian Ocean
Mike Schuler - July 14, 2022
A CMA CGM-operated mega containership
apparently lost an undisclosed number of
containers overboard while underway in the
Indian Ocean off the coast of Djibouti earlier
this month.
The revelation puts to rest several questions
concerning APL Venda’s status after it
unexpectedly arrived at a Djibouti anchorage
on July 6.
An update from CMA CGM on July 7 said
the vessel suffered an “unexpected incident”
during a westbound voyage on July 3,
delaying its arrival in North Europe by two
File photo of MV APL Vanda.
weeks.
Photo: Peter Titmuss / Shutterstock.com
Casualty management firm WK
Webster reported Thursday that 17,292 TEU capacity ship lost an unknown number of containers
overboard on or about July 3 and it was working verify the severity of the incident.
The Loadstar’s continued reporting on the incident has on multiple occassions pointed out that CMA
CGM has been unusually tight-lipped about the incident.
APL Vanda is operated on CMA CGM’s FAL3 service connection Asia with North Europe. The ship was
built in 2013 and is registered in Singapore.
In 2016, APL Vanda made headlines after it intentionally grounded in the Solent outside the Port of
Southampton after experiencing a loss of power.
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Indonesia Jails Ship Captain Over Illegal Anchoring - Reuters - July 13, 2022
More reporting today that the Indonesian Navy is seizing ships and holding captains for allegedly
anchoring illegaly in its waters. By Stanley Widianto and Joe Brock (c) Copyright Thomson Reuters 2022.
JAKARTA, July 13 (Reuters) – The captain of a fuel tanker arrested by the Indonesian navy in May on
suspicion of illegally anchoring in its waters has been jailed for 15 days and fined 200 million rupiah
($13,350), a navy spokesman said on Wednesday.
The Nord Joy, a Panama-flagged oil products tanker, was detained on May 30 whilst anchored in
Indonesian waters to the east of the Singapore Strait, one of the world’s busiest shipping lanes.
Indonesian navy officers asked for an unofficial payment of $375,000 to release the vessel, two people
involved in the negotiations told Reuters at the time.
American Ship Captain, Accused of Anchoring Illegally, Detained by Indonesian Navy for 24 Days
The Indonesian navy denied any such payment was requested and said the vessel was being held for
anchoring in its waters without a permit. Synergy Group, the manager of the Nord Joy, also said it was
not aware of any request by the navy for money.
The vessel has been released after a court on July 7 handed down the jail sentence and fine to Vivek
Kumar, the ship’s captain, Navy spokesman Julius Widjojono told Reuters.
A Synergy Group spokesperson confirmed its vessel had been released after a court hearing on Batam, an
Indonesian island south of Singapore that is home to an Indonesian naval base.
The tanker, which is 183 metres (600.39 ft) long and can carry up to 350,000 barrels of fuel, is currently
anchored to the west of Singapore en route to Tanjung Pelepas port in Malaysia, according to Refinitiv
ship tracking data.
Last year, Reuters reported a dozen similar detentions by the Indonesian navy in waters to the east of
Singapore. In those cases, the ship owners made unofficial payments of about $300,000 each and the
vessels were released. The navy denies any such payments were made. ($1 = 14,977.0000 rupiah)
(Reporting by Stanley Widianto in Jakarta and Joe Brock in Singapore Editing by Ed Davies)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
COURT RULES CONTAINER LASHING TO BE ASSIGNED TO DOCKERS, NOT
SEAFARERS By : Abby Williams
A DUTCH court has ruled that ship managers, ship owners
and charterers must honour a clause stipulating that cargo
lashing work is to be assigned to dock workers rather than
seafarers. The Non-Seafarers Work Clause, otherwise
known as the “Dockers’ Clause”, came into force around the
world in 2020 as part of the collective bargaining agreement
of the International Bargaining Forum. “Neither Seafarers
nor anyone else on board whether in permanent or temporary
The 2020 built 1762 TEU INESSA (ex
employment by the Company shall carry out cargo handling
Panama Trader) spotted westbound
services in a port, at a terminal or on board of a vessel,
navigating the Singapore strait heading
where dock workers, who are members of an ITF affiliated
for Port Kelang Photo : Elizabeth Sinke
union, are providing the cargo handling services,” the clause
www.maasmondmaritime.com (c)
states. “Where there are not sufficient numbers of qualified
dock workers available, the ship’s crew may carry out the work provided that there is prior agreement of
the ITF Dockers Union or ITF Unions concerned; and provided that the individual Seafarers volunteer to
carry out such duties; and those Seafarers are qualified and adequately compensated for that work.
“For the purpose of this clause “cargo handling services” may include but is not limited to: loading,
unloading, lashing, unlashing, checking and receiving.” In short, and according to maritime trade union
Nautilus International, the clause provides that lashing must be done by qualified dock workers.
And, if dock workers are not available, then seafarers may only lash on a voluntary basis and in return for
additional pay. But, according to the International Transport Workers’ Federation, companies Marlow
Cyprus, Marlow Netherlands and Expert Shipping had been assigning “dangerous” lashing work to
seafarers in the Netherlands despite being signatories to the collective bargaining agreement. The ITF,
Nautilus and Dutch dockers’ union FNV Havens brought the case against the companies. Nautilus
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International suggested the employers, shipowners and charterers argued the clause violated competition
law and refused to comply.
But the Dutch court has reportedly determined the clause – as part of a collective bargaining agreement
reached through social dialogue – is exempt from competition law and plays an important role in ensuring
seafarers’ safety. As such, ship owners have been ordered to comply with the clause not only in Port of
Rotterdam, but in foreign ports. The ITF said the court emphasised the importance of the proper
implementation of agreements reached through social dialogue and the binding nature of such
agreements. ITF president and Dockers’ Section chair Paddy Crumlin said the court decision reminded
the employers “what it actually means to be a social partner”. “Seafarers, dockers and our unions have
upheld our parts of the agreement, which has delivered these companies stable profits,” Mr Crumlin said.
“This case is a big step forward in our campaign, but we won’t be happy until we get all charterers to
respect the clause. “Now, it is time for these employers, particularly short sea shipping charterers, to
return to true social dialogue and restore good faith with unions, this must include working with
shipowners to implement the Non-Seafarers’ Work Clause. “Our industry has important issues to tackle
together, and we will continue to be part of the IBF process that has improved wages and working
conditions for seafarers for almost 20 years.” ITF Dockers’ Section vice-chair Niek Stam, who is also the
leader of FNV Havens, said the ruling was both a victory for seafarers’ safety and for dockers’ jobs.
“Those who don’t fight will never win,” he said. “This is the only logical outcome of the lawsuit.
Otherwise, a signature would no longer be worth anything. A deal is a deal. “Lashing can be extremely
unsafe for seafarers, who are often untrained in port operations, such as the dangers of moving cranes.
Automated terminals and supply chain pressures have further increased these dangers to ships’ crew.”
Nautilus executive officer Sascha Meijersaid raised the issue of fatigue among seafarers in relation to
safety issues around lashing. “It is a victory for everyone in the maritime sector that those agreements
cannot be haggled with,” she said. It is understood that if the defendants fail to comply with the collective
bargaining agreement they may face significant fines. Source : Daily Cargo News
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Captain of Container Ship Algeciras Express Missing at Sea
by Rick Spilman Jul 15, 2022
The first officer of the 4,250 TEU container ship
Algeciras Express, chartered by Hapag Lloyd,
reported that the ship’s captain was missing on a
voyage from Turkey to Spain. The crew had
noticed the captain’s absence on July 3. They
searched the vessel and reported that the captain
could not be located.
Safety4Sea reports that the container ship arrived at Algeciras on July 7. Upon arrival, a new captain
came on board, and the ship was authorized to moor at the TTI Algeciras terminal.
There, the authorities took a statement from the ship’s first officer and entered the cabin of the missing
captain. According to local media reports, the agents did not find anything abnormal, while they also
found the navigation plan for the following day prepared by the captain. There were no reported signs of a
struggle nor anything else out of the ordinary aboard the ship, save for the missing captain.
The container ship left Yalova at noon on June 30, and three days later the crew noticed the master’s
disappearance, when the ship was on the high seas, in international waters.
Spanish authorities have reported the disappearance to Liberia as it is the flag state for the vessel. They
are in touch with the Philippines as the captain was a Philippine citizen.
The post Captain of Container Ship Algeciras Express Missing at Sea appeared first on Old Salt Blog.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Abortion At Sea? Riverboat Casinos May Provide A Loophole To US
Supreme Court Ruling
https://gcaptain.com/abortion-at-sea-riverboat-casinos-loophole/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03e73dd705fe-139894965&mc_cid=e73dd705fe&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Memorial to mine warfare and diving heroes dedicated in Portsmouth 15 July
2022
Topic: Fighting arms Surface Fleet Storyline: Diving
Hundreds of sailors who have devoted – or continue to devote – their lives to dealing with the threat of
mines, unexploded ordnance and bombs today saw a monument dedicated in their name.
Rising out of the water at the Gunwharf Quays shopping/leisure and housing development in Portsmouth,
the Vernon Monument – named after the spiritual home of mine warfare, HMS Vernon, which occupied
the site for nearly 75 years – was formally dedicated.
The £250,000 statue was installed and unveiled on the eve of the first Covid lockdown back in March
2020 – preventing an official service of thanksgiving and dedication until now. The monument features a
one-and-a-quarter scale British Mk17 moored mine, armed with ‘Hertz horn’ contacts – chemical fuses –
which two divers wearing equally-iconic Clearance Diving Breathing Apparatus are attempting to deal
with. Several dozen serving personnel from the Royal Navy’s Mine Warfare community – which includes
crews of two squadrons of minehunters, plus specialist explosive ordnance disposal/clearance divers –
joined VIPs, former divers, minehunter/sweeper crews, family and allies.
Guests travelled from all over the world – the USA, Canada, Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong among
others – to attend the ceremony with Naval chaplain the Rev Ralph Barber, fittingly a former mine
warfare rating, conducting the dedication and former mine clearance diving officer Rear Admiral Paddy
McAlpine giving the key address.
He embarked on what he called “this most hazardous of careers” in the late 1980s and was involved in
clearing the waters off Kuwait following the first Gulf War of 1990-91.
He reminded all present that one third of all mines laid in World War 2 were not cleared at the conflict’s
end… and today’s divers are still called out to deal with around a dozen rendered safe or blown up around
the UK each year.
“Mines are being used right now in the Black Sea – there remains the ever-present threat of mines being
used around the world,” Admiral McAlpine said as he outlined the present-day work of RN divers and
mine warfare experts – both going through a mid-21st Century transformation. The divers have recently
been reorganised under the new Diving and Threat Exploitation Group while the two minehunter
squadrons (No.1 based in Faslane, No.2 in Portsmouth) will in time be replaced by the Project Wilton
autonomous mine warfare systems… but not entirely. “At the heart of the new technology is our people –
divers and mine warfare specialists
remain relevant,” the admiral stressed.
Above all, he reminded the hundreds
of people gathered in a semicircle
around the lock where the monument
stands of mine warfare experts – from
the pioneers who dealt with German
magnetic mines in the first days of
WW2, to the trailblazers who cleared
a path for the landing craft on
D Day, rendered the waters of
Europe and the Pacific safe after the
war, cleared the Gulf during a
succession of wars, and dealt with
increasingly-sophisticated improvised
bombs in Iraq and Afghanistan.
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“This monument honours you, your forebears and successors yet to come,” he declared.
The statue is the only national memorial to mine warfare – individual ships and units or people have their
monuments, but until the Vernon monument was installed there was no central point for the community
to honour the fallen and remember.
Able Seaman (Diver) Andy Waller is among the hundreds of people who raised money over a 12- yearold period to bring the monument to fruition. He made a round-trip from Suffolk in a day to see it
dedicated.
“It looks fantastic – to see it come to fruition, after all the hard work, in this setting. It’s been well worth
it,” he said.
Andy and his colleagues use equipment both under water and ashore their forebears could only dream of,
from lightweight rebreathing equipment and small bomb disposal robots weighing just 25kg which can be
carried on your back.
Among the oldest guests present was Lieutenant Commander David Bartlett, who trained as a mine
clearance diving officer in 1967 after more than a decade as a torpedo and submarine warfare specialist.
He joined for the excitement, trained in the old-style metal diving helmet and used kit which was “very
Heath Robinson, very different from today’s divers – but we still faced many of the same dangers and
same problems."
He spent more than two “absolutely fascinating” years in Malta, largely dealing with the detritus of WW2
and in the mid-70s, led the expedition to recover artefacts and monuments from Philae, submerged when
the dams at Aswan were built in Egypt. The fruits of the operation he successfully led can be seen to this
day by tourists.
He was given a front-row seat at the dedication and is delighted by the monument. “We are now
recognised properly,” he said. “We are a proper unit which has served its country so well.” Sitting behind
him was Warrant Officer Peter Still, 35 years a diver, former coxswain to Prince Charles when he
commanded HMS Bronington in the mid-1970s (and a friend to this day).
He was charged with diving on Bronington’s sister HMS Fittleton, which sank in a training accident in
the North Sea and a decade later was about to have a kip one Friday evening when his wife Sandra picked
up the phone: her husband wouldn’t be getting any sleep. He was needed in Belgium to search for
survivors of the Herald of Free Enterprise, which had partially capsized off Zeebrugge. Sadly he found no
survivors, only bodies, which were meticulously and carefully recovered.
Now enjoying retirement at the age of 77, the dedication ceremony brought memories back in a flash.
“I’ve served with some wonderful people, people I’ve not seen for years, but here, today, seeing them
again, it’s all come straight back,” he said.
AB (D) Andy Waller

Source – Shipping News (28)
________________________________________________________________
JULY 31ST – THE RN CELEBRATE ONE OF THE LONGEST AND
UNBROKEN TRADITIONS IN SEAFARING HISTORY
From 1650 throughout the 18th century, shipboard life was incredibly difficult. The daily issue of
Pusser’s Rum was the highlight of the day. In those days, battles were fought “eyeball-to-eyeball.” The
mental alertness and courage required to pack a cannonball into a muzzleloader were far different from
that required to operate the modern weapon systems of today.
Thus in 1970, the Admiralty Board decreed that there was no place for the daily issue of rum in a modern
navy, and so ended the daily issue of Pusser’s Rum in the Royal Navy on July 31st, 1970. This date since
then is referred to as Black Tot Day.
https://mail.aol.com/webmail-std/en-gb/DisplayMessage?ws_popup=true&ws_suite=true

Learn more & watch the video
https://pussersrum.com/pages/black-tot-day-us-video

__________________________________________________________________
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NYK and IPS receive ClassNK’s AiP for ammonia-powered tugboat
In fiscal 2024, the companies plan to work on conducting a demonstration operation at the port of
Yokohama.
Japanese classification society Nippon Kaiji Kyokai (ClassNK) has
granted approval in principle (AiP) to NYK Line and IHI Power
Systems (IPS) for their ammonia-driven tugboat. Part of the Green
Innovation Fund project within Japan’s New Energy and Industrial
Technology Development Organization (NEDO), the vessel is
claimed to be the world’s first ammonia-using tugboat to have
secured AiP from ClassNK. The project aims to develop vessels
that incorporate a domestically produced ammonia-powered
Image of an ammonia-driven
engine.
tugboat. Credit: NYK Line.
AI in the energy sector: Middle East must leverage machine
learning to better track and reduce emissions Amid increased pressure and urgency around climate
change, how can energy operators in the Middle East better measure emissions and help lead the
decarbonisation agenda? Given the scale of global greenhouse emissions and the intractability of fossil
fuel use from industry performance, businesses within the oil and gas sector must collate and pinpoint
exact areas for improvement, building a bridge between intention and action.
The oil and gas industry is responsible for approximately 10% of direct and 40% of indirect global
greenhouse gas emissions, according to a report from McKinsey & Company. At COP26, more than 450
businesses from across the finance sector, collectively worth $130trn, committed to pledge funds to reach
net-zero carbon emissions by 2050, putting increased pressure on the energy sector to improve
performance, as investors increasingly seek to divest from fossil fuel assets. The use of ammonia as a fuel
for ships is expected to help significantly cut down greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions during voyages.
However, burning ammonia still produces the GHG nitrous oxide. Design challenges while using
ammonia as a fuel include ensuring stable combustion while increasing its usage ratio, controlling its
combustion and preventing leakage. Both firms are currently involved in the research and development of
the new tugboat. In a statement, NYK Line said: “For this AiP, NYK Line and IPS attempted a design to
safely and practically install ammonia fuel-related equipment in a limited space on board by developing
an ammonia fuel engine, selecting equipment and devising the equipment layout in the design.” This
helped the firms design the A-Tug with a size similar to that of a conventional tugboat while overcoming
the design issues typically associated with ammonia-fuelled vessels.
AI in the energy sector: Middle East must leverage machine learning to better track and reduce emissions
Amid increased pressure and urgency around climate change, how can energy operators in the Middle
East better measure emissions and help lead the decarbonisation agenda?
Given the scale of global greenhouse emissions and the intractability of fossil fuel use from industry
performance, businesses within the oil and gas sector must collate and pinpoint exact areas for
improvement, building a bridge between intention and action. The oil and gas industry is responsible for
approximately 10% of direct and 40% of indirect global greenhouse gas emissions, according to a report
from McKinsey & Company. At COP26, more than 450 businesses from across the finance sector,
collectively worth $130trn, committed to pledge funds to reach net-zero carbon emissions by 2050,
putting increased pressure on the energy sector to improve performance, as investors increasingly seek to
divest from fossil fuel assets. In fiscal 2024, the companies plan to work on conducting a demonstration
operation at the port of Yokohama, Japan. In March, ClassNK awarded AiP to Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL),
Hitachi Zosen and Yanmar Power Technology (YPT) for their methane oxidation catalyst system concept
for liquefied natural gas (LNG)-fuelled vessels. MOL and Namura Shipbuilding will construct the
demonstration vessel and design the installation of the system. Source : ship-technology
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Lerwick in anticipation of Tall Ships Races 2023
The milestone of one year to the return of the Tall Ships Races to Lerwick is to be marked with a local
event highlighting opportunities for islanders’ involvement. A countdown launch is to be held in Shetland
Museum and Archives auditorium between 1pm-8pm on Tuesday 26 July, exactly 12 months before the
international fleet enters the harbour for their colourful four-day visit. The free, drop-in event at the
Museum, organised by Shetland Tall Ships Ltd, will encourage involvement by potential sponsors and
volunteers and by young trainees interested in sailing onboard one of the vessels during voyages between
five ports in four countries. It will also give the public the chance to be nostalgic, sharing memories,
photos and films of previous Tall Ships visits to Lerwick in 1999 and 2011.Lerwick Port Authority is a
sponsor for 2023, along with Sail Training Shetland, providing significant in-kind support including
berthing, event sites and the recruitment of young trainees. The event is core funded by Shetland Islands
Council and EventScotland, part of VisitScotland’s Events Directorate. Captain Calum Grains, Port
Authority Chief Executive, said: “Highlighting just a year to go to another great family event adds to the
building anticipation in the islands, as will the look-back to the two previous spectacular and successful
visits. Shetland is working together to make 2023 another memorable festival.” Source : portNews
_____________________________________________________________________________________

London Cenotaph Service - 13 November 2022
We were allocated 50 tickets by the RBL and I have 10 tickets remaining on a “first come, first
served”. If you are Veteran, please contact me by phone or email. You may bring a carer to push a
wheelchair or similar. The carer will be included in our 50 ticket allocation.
Regards,
Tim Brant, Events & Welfare Officer, Merchant Navy Association
28A Bassenhally Road, Whittlesey, Peterborough PE7 1RN
Tel: 01733 205001
Email: t.brant@talktalk.net
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Probably the only time a VLBB will be seen with a full load of identical boxes is on its maiden
voyage.
11 high? so how high can they go? Just keep raising the wheelhouse. Presume they are empty
containers, otherwise the load on the bottom layer will be enormous. …
Mike Lacey
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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UK MAIB Reports on Fatal Mooring Line Accident - Mike Schuler - July 18, 2022
The UK Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB) has published its report into a fatal mooring deck
accident at a Russian anchorage in 2021.
The chief officer of the Isle of Man-registered MV Teal Bay was fatally injured August 30, 2021 when he
was struck in the head by a mooring line when it sprang out of an open roller fairlead at Russia’s Kavkaz
South anchorage.
The Teal Bay was moored alongside an anchored bulk carrier and was being moved forward by
tensioning the aft spring to allow loading to be completed. According to the MAIB, during the loading
operation, Teal Bay’s mooring lines had developed an upward lead due to the change in freeboard
between the two vessels and, as the line was tensioned to move Teal Bay, its upward lead angle became
too great for the open fairlead to contain it.
The MAIB’s investigation found that the use of an open fairlead was inappropriate during the transfer of
cargo where a freeboard differential created the hazard of an upward lead on the mooring lines. The chief
officer was struck because he was standing in a hazardous area close to a tensioned mooring line and the
operation to move Teal Bay forward was attempted with insufficient crew and had not been risk assessed,
the agency said.
Safety Issues
The MAIB identified three safety issues as a result of its investigation and made one recommendation to
the Isle of Man Ship Registry to promulgate the safety lessons in this report to vessels on the register.
the mooring arrangement was unsuitable for loading from alongside another vessel as the fairlead was
open and could not contain the upward lead of the mooring line
the operation to move Teal Bay forward was attempted with insufficient planning and assigned crew
the lack of a coordinated and organised emergency response created delays in the chief officer being
assessed by a medical professional
The MAIB conducted this investigation on behalf of the Isle of Man Ship Registry in accordance with the
Memorandum of Understanding between the MAIB and the Red Ensign Group Category 1 registries of
Isle of Man, Cayman Islands, Bermuda and Gibraltar.
The MAIB previously issued a reminder to help raise awareness of essential components for safer
mooring operations during Maritime Safety Week 2022.
The MAIB’s report can be found here.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Vatican Calls for Access to Shore Leave for Seafarers' Wellbeing
The Vatican is pushing for shipping lines and governments across the globe to allow seafarers to take
shore leave in order to enhance their wellbeing and reduce the pressures of being aboard ships for months
on end.
Cardinal Michael Czerny, ………………… easing of COVID-19 restrictions, the rights of seafarers
continue to be violated by being denied shore leave.
In a message during Sea Sunday, Cardinal Czerny noted that although the Maritime Labor
Convention (MLC) requires companies to provide decent and clean accommodation, nourishing food, a
safe working environment, proper hours of work and shore leave to seafarers, the significant gains made
since MLC came into force in 2013 continue to be seriously undermined.
“Let us take the issue of shore leave. The ability to leave the vessel and go ashore, if only for a short time,
is crucial for seafarers’ wellbeing. Most of us take for granted the freedom we have to go outside, enjoy
open spaces, place our feet on firm ground or soft grass and see different people. But seafarers have no
such freedom. They cannot leave the ship, and every day they walk on metal [decks] and see the same
faces. The only way they can share in the freedom we enjoy is to have access to shore leave. They may
only have a couple of hours but that can make all the difference,” said Cardinal Czerny…………
https://mail.aol.com/webmail-std/engb/DisplayMessage?ws_popup=true&ws_suite=true#:~:text=Vatican%20Calls%20for%20Access
%20to%20Shore%20Leave%20for%20Seafarers%27%20Wellbeing
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Carnival Cruise Line recognized for empowering Filipino seafarers
Carnival Cruise Line was recognized this week at the Gawad Alab ng Lahi Awards in New York City for
its efforts to continually empower Filipino seafarers. This first-of-its-kind awards ceremony recognized
individuals and organizations contributing to the betterment of the lives and welfare of Filipino people in
both the United States and the Philippines. Carnival was recognized as a leading employer of Filipino
seafarers over the company’s 50-year history. Richard Brearley, Carnival’s vice president of crew and
travel operations, accepted the award on behalf of the company. “Carnival would not be the vibrant
company we all know today, with so many successes over the past 50 years, without our colleagues from
the Philippines,” Brearley said. “We pride ourselves on being a family, and at Carnival, anyone with the
desire to succeed can do so. We look forward to continuing to have a strong partnership with our Filipino
team members for many, many years to come.” The ceremony was held at the Whitby Hotel in New York
City on Monday evening, July 11. The awards were sponsored by the Philippine Consulate General of
New York and the Hiraya Foundation for Filipino-American Heritage Preservation. Source : Portnews
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Cargo liquefaction top cause of lost lives on dry bulkers
CARGO liquefaction resulted in 76.1 per cent loss of life in dry bulk shipping over the last 10 years,
reports Colchester's Seatrade Maritime News. According to the report, 70 seafarers lost their lives over
the last decade in five bulk ship casualties. Liquefaction accounted for 18.5 per cent of the 27 bulk carrier
total losses over the last 10 years. The sloshing from cargo liquefaction in bad weather can cause vessels
to sink very quickly with much loss of life. The danger of cargo liquefaction is known to shipowners, but
the loading and storage of cargoes for nickel ore and bauxite often take place in southeast Asia and West
Africa. Thus, there is a lack of attention to cargo testing and certification of cargo condition, and pressure
to load. "Unusually, this report is not targeted at ship operators. They are well aware of the risks to their
crews and their vessels caused by carrying cargo prone to liquefaction and make every effort they can to
mitigate those risks," said Intercargo vice chairman Uttam Kumar Jaiswal. "It is the lack of consolidated
effort and commitment from many stakeholders to resolve the problem that is evident. These can include
shippers, receivers, and port state authorities at loading and discharging ports. We need action from those
our industry relies upon for its safety - the IMO, legislators and suppliers to ensure that the minimum
obligations under the IMSBC Code are properly fulfilled," said Mr Jaiswal. "The industry is simply
talking to itself if we cannot force action from our other stakeholder groups." Source : Schednet
_____________________________________________________________________________________

AIS Survivex invests up to $1m into lifeboat simulator technology
AIS Survivex is celebrating a world-first after investing close to $1m into the very latest lifeboat simulator
technology to increase marine safety and boost competency for coxswains. This major investment
complements AIS Survivex’s existing marine training facility in Aberdeen Harbour and provides a major
differentiator as the company becomes the very first training business globally to offer OPITO-approved
lifeboat training for coxswains both practically in the Harbour and virtually via a simulator for free fall and
twin fall escape scenarios. The cutting-edge technology includes three of the very latest lifeboat simulators one free fall, one twin fall and an advanced coxswain mobile training simulator – which provide ultra-realistic
training experiences of lifeboat evacuation from an offshore oil & gas asset, various emergency scenarios and
rescue at sea. As well as being used for follow-on OPITO assessments and Lifeboat Coxswain Further
Training, the simulators will help improve competency, enhance the learner experience and raise lifeboat
safety standards. Crucially the simulators can recreate every type of weather condition and can also switch
between night time and daytime settings, enabling delegates to practise escape and emergency scenarios in
adverse weather and in the dark – situations which couldn’t be reasonably practised otherwise. Training for all
eventualities like this builds competency and improves safety standards. The investment will help to cement
AIS Survivex’s global reputation for training excellence and adds to its extensive portfolio of industryapproved marine, renewables and oil and gas training courses. AIS Survivex centre manager in Aberdeen,
Jamie Purves said: "We are delighted to become the first centre in the world to offer both simulated and
traditional lifeboat training for coxswains. Source : PortNews
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Ukraine outraged as top oil trader still trades with Russians
UKRAINIAN President Volodymyr Zelenskiy has called on the world's largest independent oil trader Vitol - to stop shipping Russian oil, accusing it of "brazen profiteering from blood oil", reports the UK's
Guardian. On behalf of the President Zelenskiy's chief economic adviser, Oleg Ustenko, asked Vitol to
state when it would ship its last barrel of Russian oil and how much oil it would ship until that date.
President Zelenskiy asked Vitol to close its business dealings with Russia in March "to cut off the
cashflow" that he said had financed "the mass murder of innocent people". The Geneva-based oil trader
said in April that volumes of Russian oil handled "will diminish significantly in the second quarter as
current term contractual obligations decline" and that it planned to "retreat from the Russian market". It
expects to have stopped transporting Russian crude by the end of the year. But in a letter to Vitol's chief
executive, Russell Hardy, Mr Ustenko said: "Those pledges are in tatters." Refinitiv shipping data
compiled by Global Witness showed Vitol, which employs the former British junior foreign minister
Alan Duncan and has offices in London near Buckingham Palace, chartered shipments of more than 11
million barrels of oil through ports in Russia in June.
Said Mr Ustenko: "Vitol has been the largest western trader of seaborne Russian oil since the invasion.
This is brazen profiteering from blood oil that is funding the murder of Ukrainian civilians." The
shipments in June were made from ports including Ust-Luga near the Estonian border and St Petersburg
on the Baltic Sea, and Novorossiysk on the Black Sea. The shipments reached European hubs including
Amsterdam and Rotterdam, from where the oil may have been moved on to other countries. Source :
Schednet
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Ship Photos: Pioneering Spirit Lifts Massive 11,000-Metric-Ton Steel Jacket

Photo courtesy Allseas
Mike Schuler - July 19, 2022
Another milestone for the world’s strongest heavy lift vessel.
Allseas is reported that the Pioneering Spirit successfully lifted the 11,000 metric-ton jacket for the Gyda
platform in the Norwegian sector of the North Sea. Allseas said the lifting of the jacket was one of the
heaviest ever conducted.
Allseas is decommissiong the 30,000 mt Gyda platform for Repsol Norge. The job involves the removal
of the 18,400 mt topsides and 11,200 mt jacket, plus dozens of smaller jacket conductors and a template.
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Photo courtesy Allseas

With the delivery of the jacket to Aker Solutions’ disposal
yard in Stord, Norway, Pioneering Spirit concludes the
platform removal project.
Allseas says the operation to remove the entire installation
took just 12 days spanning two seperate
campaigns. Pioneering Spirit used its to forward topsides
lifting system to lift the Gyda topsides for transport Aker in
May. The jacket was delivered to the yard in less than 48
hours after it was cut and lifted.

Photo courtesy Allseas
Allseas’ Pioneering Spirit is the largest offshore construction vessel ever
built. The catamaran-like vessel is designed for quick single-lift
installation and removal of large oil and gas platforms weighing up to
48,000 mt. The ship entered service in 2016 and has already set a number
of offshore lifting records, including the world record for the heaviest
single-lift with the removal of the 24,000 mt Brent Delta platform in
2017.
Photo courtesy Allseas
Photo courtesy Allseas
Pioneering Spirit was
recently fitted with a
revolutionary new Jacket lift system (JLS), mounted on its
stern, that is fundamentally different from the vessel’s
forward u-shaped lifting system. The JLS system utilizes two
170-meter-tall lifting beams placed side-by-side that lift and
support structures in a near-vertical position, helping to
maintain the integrity of the massive structures during
transport.
Photo courtesy Allseas
Photo courtesy Allseas
To facilitate the Gyda jacket
removal, the structure’s 24 foundation piles were cut below seabed level,
while Pioneering Spirit’s main hoist blocks were connected to preinstalled rigging allowing the entire 11,000 mt structure to be lifted at
once.
“Our mission at Allseas is to remain a frontrunner in the offshore energy
market by pioneering ground-breaking technology to meet the industry’s
ever-changing needs,” says Allseas President Edward Heerema. “The
Gyda platform removal strengthens our reputation as a game changer in
Photo courtesy Allseas
the industry. Again we have shown that Pioneering Spirit provides a
significantly faster, safer, more efficient and sustainable option for the removal and installation of
offshore facilities.”
Photo courtesy Allseas
So far this year, Pioneering
Spirit has already lifted and
transported more than 90,000
metric tons of
decommissioned and new
offshore facilities for the
offshore energy industry,
using both its Jacket lift and
Topsides lift systems.

Photo courtesy Allseas
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The EMERALD PRINCESS passing the Forth bridge near Edinburgh Photo : Luc Verley (c)
_____________________________________________________________________________________

UK-BASED COMPANY CLAIMS ‘BREAKTHROUGH’ WITH CLOSEDLOOP, E-METHANOL FUEL CELL SOLUTION FOR GLOBAL
SHIPPING Written by Ian Taylor
Expleo, a UK-based engineering and technology company, has claimed that its new closed-loop fuel
solution for global shipping can deliver ‘a 92% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions (GHGe) and
OPEX savings of £1.4 million a year, per vessel’. In a statement issued on Thursday (14 July), Expleo
said its vessel modelling also showed a projected four-year payback on retrofit CAPEX’. Expleo said that
the solution was defined during its feasibility study into clean power propulsion systems, funded through
the Department for Transport’s (DfT) Clean Marine Demonstration Competition (CMDC) and is detailed
in its new white paper ‘Clean Green Marine – a breakthrough for global shipping.’ Expleo modelled its
‘system-of systems’ solution on the multi-tasking Bibby Wavemaster 1, a vessel used to service offshore
wind farms. Jonathan Taylor, VP of Marine, Expleo said: ‘Our solution uses solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC),
technology which, although highly efficient and well suited to use in marine environments, releases a
high concentration of CO2. ‘To achieve the desired reduction in GHGe, we partnered SOFC with a novel
carbon capture and storage system, enabling a vessel to use its captured CO2 and green hydrogen to
synthesise e-methanol. ‘The green hydrogen in the solution can be produced at offshore wind farms, from
surplus electrical energy or supplied in-port – ensuring the closed-loop remains as sustainable as
possible.’ Taylor claimed that the ‘financial, logistical and environmental benefits of this solution are
game-changing’ – because its ‘circular’ nature ‘allows the marine industry to make its own fuel and
removes the need for costly processing and transportation’.Jeff Hoyle, EVP Aero Space and Defence at
Expleo, added: ‘This could revolutionise a sizeable portion of the global fleet, helping them to retrofit in
line with targets for Net Zero. And, as a replacement for diesel generators, it can easily be incorporated
into new build designs offering up to 100% reduction in GHGe.’ Taylor concluded: ‘This has the
potential to help the world’s shipowners achieve million-pound savings, heralds the introduction of
circular fuel ecosystems and delivers a reduction of 92% in GHGe. It is a “system-of-systems” and offers
the world’s shipowners a truly scalable solution.’ Click HERE to download Expleo's white paper. Source
: Bunkerspot
_____________________________________________________________________________________

DERBYSHIRE SUBMARINERS NEWSLETTER THE TRADE JOURNAL
276 AUGUST 2022
The August Derbyshire Submariners Newsletter the Trade Journal 276
is now available on our webpage courtesy of Jeff Dykes on Link:
http://www.godfreydykes.info/TJ%20276%20Aug%202022.pdf
Source Terry (Nobby) Hall Terry Hall, Hon. Secretary/Treasurer Derbyshire Submariners
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Dehydration: PEME Advice
Over the last 12 months, several cases of illness on ships indicate possible dehydration in the underlying
health of the crew. The majority of these cases concern crew who have suffered from kidney stones.
Kidney stones, also known as nephrolithiasis, are formed when waste products from the blood (usually
oxalate and urate) are filtered out by the kidneys into the urine. When the concentration of these waste
products in the urine is too high, they form crystals. These crystals then build up in the kidneys to
become stones. Once a kidney stone has formed, it will attempt to pass through the urinary system. Small
stones may pass through without causing any problems, but large stones can block the ureters or urethra,
causing severe pain and sometimes urinary tract infections.
For the prevention of kidney stones, as well as to promote good health, it is important to be adequately
hydrated. Staying hydrated can help us to perform better, both mentally and physically, and it can also
help to offset potential health risks. Our brains are about 70% water, and our bodies around 50-75%
water, so it is
not surprising that being inadequately hydrated can affect how we feel and perform. It doesn't take long to
start to feel the effects of dehydration. When the body's H2O levels drop by as little as 1-2% the body can
start to feel the effects of mild dehydration. These include:
• A dry mouth
• Increased thirst
• Feeling tired or sleepy
• Decrease in passing urine
• Dark coloured urine
• Dry or flaky skin
• Headaches and dizziness
• Reduced cognitive function and lack of energy
Working in hot temperatures, too much exercise, working outside in the heat, and some diseases, such as
diabetes, can also cause some of the early effects of dehydration.
Despite being surrounded by water, seafarers are often not drinking enough fluids. This can cause
increased risk of dehydration symptoms every day. Instances of prolonged dehydration, seafarers may
even suffer from low blood pressure, rapid breathing, fever, delirium and unhealthy weight loss.
The solution is simple:
Drink more water - A minimum of eight glasses of water a day is recommended to prevent dehydration.
Avoid alcohol, sugary and caffeine rich drinks - these are diuretics and cause you to pass more urine.
Pace yourself - ensure you have enough rest. Keep cool - light coloured, loose fitting clothes and a hat if
working in the sun.
Not sure if you are dehydrated? The easiest way is to check your urine colour and regularly get in the
habit of checking. Healthy urine is clear with a tinge of yellow. Yellow, gold and brown/orange are the
"warning" colours to watch for. When your body is about 3% dehydrated, your urine will be noticeably
yellow. When your body is about 5% dehydrated, your urine will appear gold-coloured. When your body
is severely dehydrated - more than 5% dehydrated - your urine will appear dark brown or orange.
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Chinese Chief Officer to Receive IMO Bravery Award - Mike Schuler - July 19, 2022
The chief officer of a Chinese tanker will be given the International Maritime
Organization award for exceptional bravery at sea for his efforts to rescue two
individuals from a liferaft during severe weather last year.
Bo Xu, a Chinese national, was nominated for the award by China and impressed
judges with his heroism in the rescue, going as far jumping into the freezing water
to help save the two survivors.
The IMO Award for Exceptional Bravery at Sea is the IMO’s highest honour for bravery.
Read more at https://gcaptain.com/chinese-chief-officer-to-received-imo-braveryaward/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-4e8c40af51139894965&mc_cid=4e8c40af51&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Historic cruise boat honoured by national heritage body
Thames Rivercruise’s boat PRINCES MARINA has been
named flagship of the year by National Historic Ships. For
the next year, the vessel will carry the flag of the
organisation. The company, which is based on Pipers Island,
was presented with the award at a ceremony on the river of
Tuesday last week. Afterwards, guests enjoyed a short cruise
on the Thames on the boa Managing director Tim Deaton
said: “We are absolutely delighted to be awarded this
honour. “We will be putting together a programme of cruises
during this year and next where the public will be able to
experience travel on board and learn more of the history
behind this historic vessel.” The annual award celebrates
historical vessels across Britain and PRINCES MARINA was one of four to be honoured this year.
Originally launched in the late Twenties, the boat operated from Scarborough and Bridlington before
being requisitioned for coastal defence patrols during the Second World War. It was moved to the
Thames in the Fifties and started operating as a passenger boat with Thames Rivercruise in the Nineties.
The boat, which has been converted to the style of a Thirties river cruiser, has a wooden interior and a
bar. It has an open foredeck and a roof that opens. It hosts parties of up to 40 people. PRINCES
MARINA will now start a year of celebration and education, with special cruises and video work telling
the story of the boat. Source : henleystandard
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Singapore Branch

These are some of the members attending their meeting 22/07/22
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Cameras to Replace Peacekeepers at Strategic Red Sea Strait
https://gcaptain.com/cameras-to-replace-peacekeepers-at-strategic-red-seastrait/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-75d25e80a0139894965&mc_cid=75d25e80a0&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Ferry Carrying Over 180 Passengers Suffers Engine Room Fire Off Canada’s
Prince Edward Island
https://gcaptain.com/ferry-carrying-over-180-passengers-suffers-engine-room-fire-off-canadas-princeedward-island/?subscriber=true&goal=0_f50174ef03-d0c939cd24139894965&mc_cid=d0c939cd24&mc_eid=4c72dd3685
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Maritime Meeting Reveals a New Phenomenon: Alleged Russian Grain
Laundering
Russia’s grain theft from Ukraine and subsequent potential smuggling via cargo vessels have received a
significant and justified amount of mainstream media attention. Windward’s unique Maritime AI™
technology has identified a worrisome new phenomenon: alleged Russian grain laundering.
This analysis covers how it is happening based on our proprietary insights. Windward’s report offers
previously unreported information on five vessels engaging in dark activities and ship-to-ship (STS)
operations in the Kerch Strait in June 2022 as part of what appears to be a coordinated effort to launder
grain allegedly stolen from Ukraine. There has been a 160% increase in dark activities in the Black Sea
by bulk carriers flying either the Russian or Syrian flags when comparing July 2020-June 2021 to July
2021-June 2022. Of the events that happened between July 2021 and June 2022, 73% took place after the
war began. There’s a second component: ship-to-ship (STS) meetings.
Mostly Russian-flagged cargo vessels and other ships operating under flags of convenience appear to be
meeting with one to four cargo and service vessels simultaneously in the Kerch Port offshore waiting
area. This analysis will take a close look at both of these aspects and will detail the journeys and
behaviors of the vessels involved in the coordinated effort. The report ends with some brief guidance for
the maritime industry regarding risk mitigation in this evolving environment.
Trade Flow Brief
Windward’s AI-driven, proprietary data has identified leading suspects of potential Ukrainian grain
smuggling. The trade flow map helps visualize the common routes sailed by vessels Windward’s
technology has flagged and tracked. An analysis of the routes shows that the grain smuggling tradeflow
goes through both the Kerch and Bosporus strait. The grain is allegedly smuggled from Ukraine to Syria
and Turkey mainly. But how, exactly?
Dark Activity Skyrockets
One of the most basic deceptive shipping practices used to conceal vessels’ location, operations at sea,
and illicit activities is going “dark” (temporarily or permanently disabling the automatic identification
system). Unlike instances where the vessel loses its signal due to lack of reception, bad weather,
legitimate security considerations, etc., going dark is an intentional choice to avoid transparency.
Windward’s behavioral insights indicate that old behavior is now being applied in a new way. Dark
activities were traditionally focused on crude oil smuggling, but we are seeing vessels go dark to load
smuggled grains from Ukraine and then either make a visible port call, or a dark discharge of cargo in
either Turkey or Syria.Our Maritime AI TM technology shows a 160% increase in dark activities in the
Black Sea by bulk carriers flying either the Russian or Syrian flags when comparing July 2020-June 2021
to July 2021-June 2022. Of the events that happened between July 2021 and June 2022, 73% took place
after the war began.
The shift in dark activities was not only noticeable for event location but also regarding vessel identity.
Windward’s data indicates that in 2020-2021, there was a monthly average of 0.83 dark activities in the
Black Sea by Russian or Syrian flagged and owned bulk carriers. That number increased to a staggering
monthly average of 2.25 dark activities in 2021- 2022, with a boost in March 2022.
The first area of operations on vessels’ voyages out of the area would be the Bosporus Strait. Windward’s
data shows that the number of area visits by bulk carriers has doubled since February 2022. From July
2021-February 2022, the monthly visits average was 4.75. Since the invasion, that monthly average has
gone up to 10 visits to the area. To obtain a deeper understanding of the dark activity trend, we looked at
all general cargo and bulk carriers, regardless of their flag, from March 1, 2022 through July 15, 2022.
Windward’s platform flagged a total of 170 events where cargo and bulk carrier vessels went dark in the
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Azov Sea and then resurfaced on their way out through the Bosporus Strait. One hundred and fifty-six
(156) of the events showed a similar pattern: vessels calling port with the allegedly smuggled grain while
their AIS were turned on. Out of these visible port calls, 71% were in Turkey and 20% in Bulgaria. The
remaining 14 events showcased a different pattern. Cargo and bulk carrier vessels went dark twice during
their travels – once in the Azov Sea and again at their port of destination. In 85% of these identified
events, the destination for the alleged smuggled grain was Syria. During the same timeframe last year
(March-mid-July 2021), for comparison, Windward only identified one dark-to-dark activity (a vessel
going dark to load the grain and then to discharge it). This type of behavior is emergent, meaning
Windward expects to see the trend grow as the conflict continues
Going Beyond Dark Activities to STS…
Grain smuggling goes beyond mere dark activities to conceal the origin, transportation, and destination of
stolen grain. Windward’s platform identified an additional behavioral trend: “grain laundering.” It
features a combination of dark activities and ship-to-ship (STS) meetings in the open sea. It appears that
mostly Russian-flagged cargo vessels and other ships operating under flags of convenience are meeting
with one to four cargo and service vessels simultaneously in the Kerch Port offshore waiting area.
Some vessels stay in the area and only make trips up North and then back to the Kerch area, while others
make the voyage outside of the disputed area to distribute the potentially stolen grain.
Meeting in June
When overlaying Windward behavioral vessel data and insights with Planet Labs’ daily satellite images,
an intriguing example of the new grain typology was discovered.
On June 10, 2022, there were five vessels engaging in ship-to-ship operations in the Kerch Strait: three
cargo vessels that Windward flagged for alleged grain smuggling (vessels “D,” “L,” and “K”), and two
service vessels. All vessels are sailing under the Russian flag, except for one cargo vessel under the
Belize flag. Let’s deep dive into the details of this event: Vessel D Vessel D is a bulk carrier sailing under
the Belize flag. Since June 2022, it has been owned by a Turkish-based company. On May 21, the vessel
called port in Misurata, Libya and stayed there for nine days. Following the port call, the vessel changed
its reported draft from 10.1 to 6.2, indicating that it likely discharged its cargo. After this port call, the
vessel had six meetings over six hours in the Kerch Strait area, including the specific meeting that is the
focus of this analysis. On June 13, the vessel updated its reported draft from 6.2 to 9.9. After the meeting
on June 10, it called port in Metalurji, Turkey, and updated its draft to 6.2 – indicating a potential
discharge of cargo. Vessel D is currently in Libya (as of July 19, 2022) following yet another journey to
the Kerch Strait and several ship-to-ship engagements. Analysis shows that following the potential shipto-ship grain smuggling, where it collected Ukrainian grain via an STS meeting in the Black Sea, it
distributed the cargo mainly to Turkey and Libya.
Next Steps for Risk Mitigation
The first step in risk mitigation is fully understanding both recent history and the current situation. The
maritime domain has substantially changed since OFAC’s initial introduction of deceptive shipping
guidelines back in 2020. Not only have bad actors continued to evolve and look for new ways to conceal
their illicit activities, but the scope of deceptive practices has gone far beyond the initial “crude tankers +
smuggled oil to avoid sanctions” equation. In addition to a proliferation of dark activities in the Black Sea
area since the Russian invasion of Ukraine, we are now witnessing coordinated cargo ship-to-ship
meetings involving multiple ships in what looks like a clear attempt to evade restrictions and sanctions
via smuggling. It is now clear to every shipping stakeholder dealing with trade that deceptive shipping
practices and risk mitigation are relevant to all vessels and types of commodities – oil is no longer the
main driver of the maritime economy. Knowing who you are doing business with, and where your
counterparties have been prior to your current deal, is crucial if you are looking to protect your business
from reputational, financial, and legal/criminal risk in this new era of alleged grain laundering and other
forms of smuggling and deception. The main question that needs to be addressed is: “How can we protect
our business?” Governmental and law enforcement entities should of course lead the way, but all players
in the maritime ecosystem would be wise to proactively pursue real-time, predictive insights that will help
significantly reduce and manage their risk. Source: Windward
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Ocean System 002 (Jenny) Deployed For First Tests | Cleaning Oceans | The
Ocean Cleanup
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pkrb6RWSUvM

How System 002 Works | Cleaning Oceans | The Ocean Cleanup
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31gFN3vP_0g
_____________________________________________________________________________________

MGN 653 (M) Electric vehicles onboard passenger roll-on/roll-off (ro-ro)
ferries
This Marine Guidance Note provides the UK shipping industry with best practice guidance to facilitate
safe carriage, and potential charging of, electric vehicles onboard roll-on roll-off (ro-ro) passenger
ferries. The MCA has developed this guidance in conjunction with, and at the request of industry.

MGN 653 (M) Electric vehicles onboard passenger roll-on/roll-off (ro-ro)
ferries - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
____________________________________________________________________________________
PRESS RELEASE For immediate release 25th June 2022

Maritime Charities Group announces top class conference programme
The Maritime Charities Group (MCG) is delighted to announce details of
its forthcoming conference, scheduled for Tuesday 6th September at
Trinity House.
Top of the bill are Maritime Minister, Robert Courts MP, and Stephanie
Draper, CEO of Bond, the UK’s international development network. Other
speakers include senior figures from the charitable sector, the shipping
industry and academia.
Announcing the programme, Commander Graham Hockley LVO RN, Chairman of MCG, said: “The
MCG conference 2022 is a must for anyone involved in maritime welfare - and after 3 years’ absence this
year’s event is going to be better than ever. The theme is “Collaboration in a Time of Crisis”. It’s all
about sharing learning and ideas, developing new skills and, most
important of all, networking face-to-face, which is why this is an
in-person conference only. We’ll be covering all the critical topics
affecting seafarers, including Covid-19, the Ukraine crisis, and
equality, diversity and inclusion with top class speakers in every
session.”
The conference format will vary through the day, with a mix of
breakout sessions, expert panels and a range of workshops for
hands-on learning.
Meeting with colleagues and making new connections is a key
focus for the conference, as Cdr Hockley explained: “The Covid pandemic really restricted our ability to
meet with others and we lost so much as a result. So, for the first time, this year we are also hosting an
evening for delegates the night before the conference for reconnecting with old friends and colleagues,
making new contacts and sharing stories, before getting down to work the next day.”
REGISTER NOW
To register for your place at the conference, choose your workshops and sign up for an evening’s
networking and inspirational talk, go to: https://www.maritimecharitiesgroup.org/en/conference-2022/
FOR ALL PRESS ENQUIRIES
For all press enquiries, please contact Laura Simons, Consultant to MCG, on 0774 773 2039 or
email laurasimons@lms2.co.uk
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Fire forces evacuation of P.E.I.-N.S. ferry as fisherman, first responders rush
to rescue By : Shane Ross, Danielle Edwards · CBC News ·
More than 200 people were
safely evacuated from a
ferry travelling from Nova
Scotia to Prince Edward
Island on Friday, after a
fire broke out in the
vessel's engine room. The
fire broke out on board MV
HOLIDAY ISLAND
Smoke was seen billowing from the N.S.-P.E.I. ferry on Friday.
around 11 a.m. AT, about
(Shane Hennessey/CBC)
an hour into its crossing
from Caribou, N.S., to
Wood Islands, P.E.I. "Ship's crew and safety systems contained the fire," said Don Cormier, vicepresident of Northumberland Ferries. "Captain took necessary precautions and dropped both anchors and
directed the ship onto a soft shoal outside the harbour entrance to Wood Islands." Cormier said there were
no injuries to passengers or crew. The rest of Friday's crossings were cancelled because MV HOLIDAY
ISLAND was blocking the path for the company's other vessel, MV CONFEDERATION.
The Transportation Safety Board of Canada is investigating the cause. Passengers are loaded onto Myles
MacDonald's fishing boat from the orange lifeboat structure deployed from the HOLIDAY ISLAND
passenger deck. (Submitted by Brian Rogers)
Myles MacDonald, an auxiliary Coast Guard member who also fishes crab and scallops out of Wood
Islands, rushed to the scene in his boat when he heard the ferry had caught fire. He pulled up alongside
the HOLIDAY ISLAND as passengers hopped down an evacuation chute into a rubber dinghy. From
there, they climbed onto his fishing boat. "Everybody got along pretty good. It's a miracle," MacDonald
said. MacDonald made two trips to shore carrying a total of 113 of the 225 people he was told were on
board. Other rescue vessels, including the Coast Guard and Joint Rescue Coordination Centre from
Halifax, arrived to help transport the others. Their vehicles and luggage had to be left behind, though.
Virginia Clark-Druhan of Dartmouth was one of the passengers rescued. "We were enjoying our trip and
starting our vacation, looking forward to landing in P.E.I., and we started to smell the smoke," she said.
"And when we stepped outside, we looked out. And when we looked out, there was a bunch of black
smoke coming out of the engine room from the top of the smokestack.” She said the evacuation went
well, with support from many different services.
"But, I have to say, sitting in that life-raft with, like, two feet of water underneath our feet was not ideal,
that's for sure." Clark-Druhan said there was "a little bit of panic" from some passengers, including those
with children and pets. “Also, the children themselves were concerned — a lot of noise, alarm bells going
and so on. So, yeah, it was concerning for people on board, for sure." She said it was comforting that they
were so close to shore when the fire broke out. “We knew that help was going to come. It was just a
matter of being patient and waiting for things to happen. But, you know, I have to say I'm glad to be on
P.E.I., walking on the red road."
Shaun MacLaughlin of Westville, N.S., said he was travelling back to Nova Scotia after a family vacation
in P.E.I. when he saw the fire from the land. He was close enough to hear the announcements being made
on MV HOLIDAY ISLAND as they inflated chutes to evacuate passengers onto life boats, he said. “As
soon as we pulled up to the terminal … you could see a lot of heavy black smoke from the Holiday
Island, which was just sitting off the dock, and the gentlemen at the booth said things were not looking
good and that we should turn around," he said. MacLaughlin said he and his family are now planning to
drive home, using the Confederation Bridge on the other end of Prince Edward Island.
Fisherman called a hero
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Some people are calling MacDonald a
hero for rescuing passengers with his
fishing boat. "Absolutely not," was his
reply to that. "Just doing what you've
got to do.” MacDonald said there were
many people involved in the rescue
who deserve credit, including the
captain, deck hands and first
responders. “It was great to see
everybody work so good together …
Every fire department from Vernon
River to Souris was there," he said.
“The main thing is everybody got off
safe and sound. Anything can be replaced. Cars, trucks, boats. As long as people don't get injured, that's
the main thing. As soon as the captain announced that all passengers were off, it was kind of a relief.“ In a
news release, P.E.I. Premier Dennis King thanked the rescue crews as well as health-care workers who
were prepared to deal with any injuries. The ferries are owned by Transport Canada and managed by
Northumberland Ferries.
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, who happened to be visiting P.E.I. on Friday, said he spoke with King and
offered him assurances. "We talked about how we're going to resume this ferry service as quickly as
possible given the importance of these ferries to the tourist season here on P.E.I.," Trudeau said. "Know
that we're on it and our hearts go out to everyone who has been affected." Source :CBCNews
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Singapore Strait armed robberies rise in first half of 2022
The number of armed robbery incidents in the Singapore Strait continued to rise in the first half of 2022
with 27 reports of vessel boardings. Releasing its half year report on Wednesday the ReCAAP
Information Sharing Centre
(ISC) said there were a total
of 42 incidents of armed
robbery in Asian waters
from January to June 2022
and 11% increase over the
38 incidents reported in the
same period in 2021. Of the
42 incidents reported to
ReCAAP in the first half of
the year some 64% were in
the busy sealane of the
Singapore Strait. Lee Yin
Mui, Assistant Director
(Research), ReCAAP ISC
told a media briefing that the
Singapore Strait remained an “area of concern. Krishnaswamy Natarajan, Executive Director of ReCAAP
ISC, explained that the number of incidents should be seen in context of the volume trade in the
Singapore Strait with around 1,000 vessels transiting the waterway daily. Of the 27 incidents in the
Singapore Strait 19 occurred in the eastbound lane close to the Indonesian islands of Batam and Bintan.
The majority of the incidents, 23, involved bulk carriers and tankers, while three involved tugs and
barges, and one an offshore supply vessel towing an oil rig. In nine of the incidents the perpetrators were
reported to be armed, however, there was only one report of a physical attack on crew member where a
seafarer pushed to the floor and tied up in the engine room. ………………………
Source : Seatrade Maritime News
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Test your Bible knowledge against these kids answers
Kids were asked questions about the old and new testaments. The following statements about the
bible were written by children. Any incorrect spelling has been left in.
1. In the first book of the bible, Guinness. god got tired of creating the world so he took the sabbath off.
2. Adam and eve were created from an apple tree. Noah's wife was Joan of ark. Noah built and ark and
the animals came on in pears.
3. Lots wife was a pillar of salt during the day, but a ball of fire during the night.
4. The jews were a proud people and throughout history they had trouble with unsympathetic genitals.
5. Moses led the jews to the red sea where they made unleavened bread, which is bread without any
ingredients.
6. The egyptians were all drowned in the dessert. Afterwards, Moses went up to mount cyanide to get the
ten commandments.
7. The first commandment was when Eve told Adam to eat the apple.
8. The seventh commandment is thou shalt not admit adultery.
9. The greatest miricle in the bible is when Joshua told his son to stand still and he obeyed him.
10. David was a hebrew king who was skilled at playing the liar. He fought the Finkelsteins, a race of
people who lived in biblical times.
11. Solomon, one of Davids sons, had 300 wives and 700 porcupines.
12. When Mary heard she was the mother of Jesus, she sang the magna carta.
13. When the three wise guys from the east side arrived they found Jesus in the manager.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Buddy Hackett
“As a child my family’s menu consisted of two choices: take it or leave it.”
Caroline Rhea
“My favourite machine at the gym is the vending machine.”
Casey Stengel
“All right everyone, line up alphabetically according to your height.”
Dave Barry
“Never under any circumstances take a sleeping pill and a laxative on the same night.”
Benjamin Franklin
“Trouble knocked at the door, but, hearing laughter, hurried away.”
Emo Philips
“How many people here have telekinetic powers? Raise my hand.”
George Burns
“If you live to be one hundred, you’ve got it made. Very few people die past that age".

The Merchant Navy Association
Bringing Seafarers past & present together
Through meetings and communications
Comradeship and Support for all seafarers
Merchant Navy and Fishing Fleets
For information visit our website
www.mna.org.uk
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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That’s all from me now folks.

Stay Safe Shipmates

Good Health, Fair Winds and Calm Seas. Take Care.

Yours Aye,
Malcolm
Malcolm Mathison
Merchant Navy Association
Tel: 01472 277 266 Mob: 07831 622 312 Email: R546060@aol.com
www.mna.org.uk
Registered Charity No. 1135661
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